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FOR IWROVING TAKE-OFF PERFORMANCE OF A 

SHARP-LIPSUPERSONICDIEFUSER 

By Edgar M. &&right, Jr. 

A preliminary inveertigaticn w&8 conducted ti quiescent air on a 
tran5lattig cowl technique for Improving t-he take-off performance of a 
sharp-lip supereonic diffuser. The technique consists in cutting the 
cowling in a plane normal to its axis and then translating the fore- 
part of the cowling in the forward direction, thus creating an auxil- 
iary annular Met and increasing the &nimum geometrio throat area. 
Efficient fntake of air through this auxiliary area at take-off is 
obtained.by prov;tda the fixed portion of the cowling with a rounded 
lip. Appreciably improved inlet performance in terms of pressure 
recovery and mass-flow characteri5tics was obtainable tith a cowling 
tranelation corresponding.to a gap of only l/4 inlet radiue. 

INTRODUCTION ;b .i. 

In designing an air inlet to.be used in conjunction with a t&&jet 
engine, consideration must be given to matching the Met geometry to 
the msss-flow requirements of the engine. As a result of such con&dera- 
tions, the inlet size required for the take-off condition normally 
exceeds those sizes required throughout the Bubtxonic and low super&onic - 
Mach number range. -In the supersonic range, the fact that the inlet has 
a larger projected area than the required capture stream tube of air 
entails spillage of air with accompanying "additive drag" penalties. 
Thu5 reduction of the inlet size required for take-off is desirable for 
supersonic flight. 

One method that has been used previously to reduce the required 
inlet si'ze is the use of %low-in*' door5 which provide supplementary 
inlet srea for the take-off condition and which close when this extra 
area i5 no longer needed. The use of such devioes permits the inlet 
to be sized for the supersonic aesign Maoh number. 

P_ERIE”NENT “;‘I 
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If blunt or rounded .lips are used on the aarling, the inlet can be - 
made fairly efficient,at take-off and the auxiliary inlet area can be . 
kept to a minimum. However, a.blunt-lip-inlet at sqpersonic speeds may 
cause excessive additive drag penalties in compqriso$ tith a properly 
sizea sharp-lip inlet. Unfortunately, a sharg lip aggravates the take-. 
off problem because;its inherently poor perf.ormanbe.:at large inlet -L .:.E -. 
velocity ratios requires a large auxiliary.inlet area. (33 

~. _.-_- 

A prelimInery investigation was conducted:at the HACA Lewis lab- ' 
oratory of a %ranslating cowlW techniquewhich-petits the use of a 
sharp-lip inlet for supersonic speeds and provides 4 convenient means 
of obtaining efficient auxiliary inlet area for take-off. The technique 
consrats in cutting the cowling in a plane normal to the axis and then 
translating the forepart of the cowling &-the fmardrpirectiqn -thus 
creating an auxiliary anntiler inlet area and- increas-&g the minimum 
geometric-throat erea. Rffioient Intake of air throw this auxiliary -- 
area at take-off is obtained by providing the fixed portion of the 
cowling with a rounded._lip. .The Investigation wa5 conductid on a half-- 
conical-spike side-Inlet model. The manner of cuttI.ng the cowl- 55 _ 
well as the looatitm of the &it were arb-itrarily chosen and are not -- 
suggested to represent opt- but merely to demonstrate the effective- 
ness of the technique. Only the case of zero f -a velocity was 
considered. -. . - .TL- 

The translating cowl technique also theoreticauy showe some 
promise as a method of inlet-mass-flow variaticnat supersonic speeds. 
In such en application the.break in the cowling wouId be'contoured to 
provide a variable convergent nozzle directed downstream when the 
cowling is nearly completely retracted. -A 

SYMBOLS 1:’ I 

The following symbols are ueed fn this report: . 

A croes-sectional area of subsonic diffuser 

AT geometric throat area 

R cowling radius at inlet lip 

r cowling-surface radius -.. 

X axial distance measured from sharp cowling lip in retracted 
position 

L length of gap between translating and fixed portions of cowling 

M Mach number 

.--- 

_---.. - 

^ ; 
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.+ i 

..* :.- =z 

-.- - c .- 

. 

‘p total pressure 

*~gc- .b YwClg 
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m actual maas .Plow through the inlet 
L 

m* theoretical msximum mass flow. Cowl retracted. 

Subscripts: 

1 station in quiescent air upstream of inlet 

2 station l/2 duct diameter downstream of subsonio diffuser exit 

APPARAlmAN5PRocEMTRE 

The translating cowl technique wz35.inve5tigated with the ,side-inlet 
model of reference 1. This inlet utilized a supersonic diffuser con- 
sisting of half of a 50° conical spike inlet mounted on a flat plate. 
A photograph of the unmodified model is shown in fig&e 1. In addition, 
the internal contours and some significant dimensions are presented in 
figure 2. 

The original inlet model was modified by cutting the oowling in a 
plane normalto the inlet axis 0.88 inlet radius (1.32 in.) domtream 
of the sharp-inlet lip. Details of this modification are shown in 
figure 3 (as well as a sketch of a possible contour for use as a by-pass, 
which will be discussed later). The leading edge of the fixed portion 
of the cowling was rounded in a somewhat arbitrary mer. No develop- 
mental work Gas done on the shaije of the rotided lip although careful 
attention to this design detail is probably desirable in application. 
The forward or translating portion of the cowling had a blunt trailing 
edge for ease of fabrication. In quiescent air this a8ti3ii probably had 
no appreciable detrimental effects except perhaps.with the smallest gap 
settings. A photograph of the modified inlet with a gap of l/4 inlet 
radius 15 shown in figure 4. 

Moving the-cowling forwar d yields approximately an 18 percent 
increase-in minimum geometric throat area (figs. 2(b) and 3). 
A larger increase 15 readily obtainable if the break in the cowling is. 
located further downstream. 

. 

,The investigation was conducted by connecting the discharge of the 
diffuser to an exhauster system. Larering the discharge Press~e 
increased the mass flow into the inlet to the maximum ohoking value, 
which wa5 done for the original inlet and for the modified inlet with 
values of the cowl-position parameter L/R of l/8, l/4, l/2, and 1. 
The length of the gap with the cowling in a forward position is repre- 

6 sented by L, and R 15 defined as the cowling-radius at the sharp 
inlet lip (fig. 3). The inlet conditions were atmospheric. 
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The to-tube pitot-static rake of reference.1 wa5 located l/2 duct 
diameter downstream of the exit of the.subsonic diffuser a5 indicated l 

in figure 2(a) to determine the inlet total-pressure recovery and flow 
distribution. The subsonic portion .of the diffuser .discharged into a 
section of pipe containing a standard A.S.M.E. orifice plate, which was 
used to measme the inlet maas flow. 

.= & 
w --- I-' al 

DISCUSSIONOFRESULTS -. 

The performance of the translating cowl inlet ti quiescent air is 
presented in figure 5% which inlet total-pressure.recovery P2/Pl 
is plotted a5 a fun'ction of inletkiaas-flow ratio .m/m* for the range ;.- 
of gap settings. The average total pressure at the aischarge of the 
subsonic diffuser (station 2) is represented by P2 and Pl 

~ .-- 
is the . .1- -.'c 

ambient total pressure, which was atmospheric. The actual.mass flow _. 
through the inlet is represented by m 'and m* is the theoretical ~ L..._.-Z 
maximum (choking) ma55 flow possible through the minimum~geometric 
throat of the inlet with the cowl completely retracted (that is, -.-r 
original unmodified inlet). -. 

l 

The unmodified inlet (L/R = 0) exhibited rather poor performance 
in quiescent air as originally indicated in reference 1. As the mass- ~- -- -'d-Z 
flow ratio, and hence the dynamic pressure at the throat, was increased,. .-:; 
the inlet total-preesure recovery decreased- rapidly..reaching a value of -. .: _L 
0.90 at a mass-flti ratio-of slightly more than 0.5 &&a value of i&s .- .- n-T 
than 0.70 as the maximum ma55 flow was attained. Th~maximum mass-flow -- 
ratio was only 0.79, probably a5 a result of an intej%al vena contracta 

-- 
-- 

resulting from separation at the,.sharp lip. .- _ .-- 
-. 

The modified inlet exhibited-greatly improved performance for 
relatively small forward travel of the cowl. At a cowl-poeition 
parameter L/R of l/4, the pressure recovery did not drop below 0.90 
until a mass-flow ratio of 0.87 was reached, and was-O.83 at the maximum 

.- 

mass-flow ratFD of 1.03. Fukfher increaseti ih L/R resulted in only 
small improvements in the inlet performance. .-- - -mm 

At a given mass-flow ratio, the improved pressure recovery with the - -r 
translating cowl resulted from two related cau5es. The geometric throat 
area wa5 increased end hence the throat velocity anCdynamio pressure 
were decreased with corresponding reduction in diffueer losses. The 
increase in throat area was magnified since the rounded lip provided for 
a decreased vena contracta and improved flow at the start of the sub5Mic 
diffuser. Thi5 favorable effect is illustrated by the fact that . 
with the cowl forward, the maximum mass flow obtainable was approximately 
90 percent of that theoretically poesible through tha new geometric throst. .- -- 

l 
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Careful attention to details Fn the design of the rcmided lip would 
probably Improve this performance: 

At certain settings of the cowling the inlet exhibited a piercing 
whistle. 

Perfomance of the translating cowl at low subsonic Velocities 
before retraction of the cowl remains undetermined. Performance of the 
inlet at low subsonic velocities after retraction of the cowling may be 
e5tFmated fram reference 2 in which sharp-lip eupersonic diffusers are 
iILVestigat8d under those operating conditions. 

The translatjng cowl feature may also be useful as a means of 
varyLug the inlet mass flow for off-design operation at supersonic speeds. 
The inserted sketch in figure 3 indicate5 the manner in which this varia- 
tion might be accomplished. The break at the juncture of the flxed and 
translating portlons of the cowling would be contoured so a5 to form a 
variable convergent nozzle directed downstream tith the cowl in a nearly 
retracted position. With reasonable press~e recovery-and nozzle 8ffiC- 
iency, this method of maes-flow VaPiation may be comparable to spilling 
the ma88 flow upstkeam bf the inlet by m8ans of an oblique shock wave. 
Experimental verification of this possibility is required. 

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Cleveland, Ohio 
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Figure 1. - ralmalfiea siti-inlet model Immtell an flat plate. 
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Figure 3. - Trmslating cd profile and sketch of possible profile for use ae mss-fuw 5mes. 
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cowl-position 

-4 .6 .6 1.0 1.2 
Mass-flow ratio, m/m* 

Figure 5. - Inlet total-pressure recdvery in quiescent air as function of 
mass-flow ratio for range of cowl-position parameter, L/R. 
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